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the movie was simultaneously released in tamil and
malayalam languages. it was distributed by kda
cinemas and had musical score by johnson. it was
released on the same day as the hindi movie
pehchaan. despite its regional cast, kamal haasan's
character had more screen presence in the movie.
given the black and white structure of the movie,
meena had an advantage when it came to lighting.
sukanya, the female lead, has made an entrance that
will seem timeless. the only negative that the movie
has is the climatic scenes that would have made you
laugh at the time of release. it had to be re-shot
because the original hero kamal haasan was not
available. the movie has excellent songs, especially
the song 'kanavan maradhu''. the film was bankrolled
by kda cinemas, k. v. rajendran, s. selvaperumal, k.
raghavan, k. prasad, s. d. adithyan, t. s.
padmanabhan, a. r. krishnan, sudhakar. starring:
kamal haasan, meena, gemini ganesan, nagesh,
nassar, ramesh, ranganath, neelakantan, raghuram,
kanal kannan, crazy mohan, vaiyapuri, idichapuli
selvaraj, silambarasan, s. p. balasubramaniam, rani,
vaiyapuri, raghuram, kavithaaya kini, prakash,
krithika, rambha, kannada prabhakar, madurai
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meena, sukanya. directed by k. ravikumar, screenplay
by seenu ramasamy, producers: g. k. reddy, r. mohan,
b. nagraj, cinematography: g. shankar, editing: n.
ravikumar, music director: johnson. it's kottayam, a
small town in kerala. the poverty is there just like in
most small towns. but here poverty is less deadly. you
will find more happy faces than in the big cities. there
is still space for some happy homes. welcome to the
village. also, don't forget to visit the nursing home
located on the second floor. make friends with the
nurses like madhu and see how they live their lives. i
am not going to give you the movie's storyline here.
let's find it out through the movie itself.
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